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We show that there exists a solution to the infinite horizon, finite state space, 
continuous action space Markov renewal programming problem when the action 
space is compact and all states communicate by showing that the function is 
continuous and is a contraction mapping. @I 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Consider the system of functional equations 
where Vi is the relative holding value for state i, 
being the holding time distributions and RJa, t) the reward functions; g is 
the system gain rate; 
l%(a) = i Aj(a) q(a) 
,=I 
is the unconditional mean holding time in state i: and A is the action space 
of the admissible piJ and pt. Equation (1) characterizes the infinite horison 
finite state space, continuous action space Markov renewal programming 
problem. To show the existence of a solution it is sufficient to show that for 
each i, (1) has a solution which is a fixed point of a contract on mapping. 
That is, we show that the function 
4 v = (F,( u, ...? FN( V) 
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where 
Fi(V = max 
UEA ( 
4ita) - &YPita) + f Pijta) vi 
j=l 1 
has a fixed point in RN. 
Proof. Let Vi and V2 be any two points in RN. Let ui and u: be actions 
for which maxima are attained for V’ and V2, respectively, in state i. This 
presupposes that the action space is compact. At the maxima 
Fi(V’)=qj(U,‘)-g~i(Ui’)+ f p&U,‘) Vj 
j= I 
Fj( V’) = qI(Uf) - g/lf(Uf) + f pij(UF) q. 
j= 1 
(3) 
(4) 
For I”, u: may not be the action which attains a maximum, that is, 
Fi(I/')~qj(UZ)-gl.Li(U:)+ 2 p,j(Uf) Vj. (5) 
j=l 
From (4) and (5) we have 
Fi(v’)-Fi(v2)d f p,i(u;)(V,+ vj) 
j=l 
by Abel’s inequality. We define )I VII = maxi] l/J. Similarly, we can show 
that 
F,(V2)-Fi(V1)6 i p,(uf)(vy- Vi’) 
j= 1 
6 (Iv*- V’ll. (7) 
Inequalities (6) and (7) imply that 
IFi( V’) -Fi( V’)l < I( v’ - V21( 
for any i and V’ and V2 in R N. The above illustrates continuity. 
Inequality (6) can be written as 
(8) 
(9) 
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Barring the case where all V,’ - V,Z are equal, at least one term of the sum 
will be less than the corresponding term of I;“, ~,,(a;) = I. This implies 
that we shall have strict inequality here for the possible exception of p&a,?) 
being concentrated at the value of ,j, the value at which the maximum 
of 1 V,! - ?:I is attained. If p,(crf) = 1 for i#j, the states i and j can be 
collapsed into one and the exception goes away. So there exists a k, 
O<kc 1, such that 
IF(V’)-F(V*)l <kllV’- V*jl. 
F is therefore a contraction mapping and so has a fixed point in R” by 
Brouwer’s theorem. 
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